
5 THINGS
ALL SUCCESSFUL FANTASY  
MANAGERS GET RIGHT!

Have a plan for the entire draft
In the middle of nearly every fantasy football 
draft someone will start complaining that 
there aren’t any quality players on the board 
anymore. The best fantasy managers will 
smile upon hearing that because they know 
that even in the largest leagues there is 
ample talent to be found all the way through 
the last round of the draft for those who 
know what to look for.

Stay active on the waiver wire
The draft is only the beginning, as successful 
fantasy managers usually rate near the top 
of their leagues in terms of number of waiver 
picks made. They know that a team can 
always be improved, and shrewd fantasy 
managers will invariably be able to share a 
story about how they rebuilt a title winning 
team in-season via waiver wire picks.
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Make your team injury proof
The wisest fantasy managers don’t merely 
hope that the injury bug will avoid their 
squads–they have a plan to make their clubs 
injury proof. Between handcuffing running 
backs, skipping low percentage propositions, 
and loading the bench with starter-caliber 
players, these clever planners always have 
options to deal with the inevitable physical 
ailments that can hamstring teams. 

Plan for byes & tough matchups
The most insightful fantasy managers will 
always be on the lookout for moves they 
need to make in the upcoming weeks and 
are never surprised by the schedule. They 
keep a wary eye on the horizon and thus 
make sure to avoid brutal matchup slates 
while also stockpiling candidates with 
favorable future dockets. 

Keep the trade window open
Savvy fantasy managers never turn down 
an opportunity to improve a team via the 
trade route. Most leagues have at least one 
manager who consistently makes trade 
offers, so it may be a matter of staying in 
regular contact with this individual, but 
ambitious fantasy managers know that it can 
also pay to be the person pitching trades.
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BECAUSE LOSING STINKS

“The Football Scientist was instrumental for us  
in winning the $500,000 Grand Prize in the  

2020 FFPC Main Event. The Draft Guide was great, 
and every week we got the Waiver Wire report along  

with the weekly Start-Sit rankings. Simply put, if you’re 
serious about Fantasy Football, The Football Scientist 

is your first and only stop!”  – PHILIP AND JERRY HOOTON
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